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Welcomes you to the
San Diego Craftsman & Spanish Revival Weekend 2006

Thank you for being here, we have a fabulous program this year and I know you all will enjoy it as much as we did in the planning of it. While our weekends are designed to be fun, informative and provide you with an opportunity to add another fabulous antique or newly crafted future heirloom for your home, we hope that you will also come away from it with a better understanding of how the historic buildings, homes and landscapes make our city uniquely San Diego.

We think our tours are so popular because you, the visitor, can relate personally to the homes. Décor ranges from eclectic to period perfect and often includes treasured family pieces which have been passed down, as well as shelves full of books. Old house owners tend to add to their furnishings slowly over the years, waiting to find a piece of pottery or painting that is just right to set a room off. These homes exude a feeling of depth, warmth and character only found in old houses.

This year we feature five homes on the tour. For the Craftsman lover, Emmor Brooke Weaver is certain to become a favorite. Once exposed to his work, everyone wants one. Unfortunately they are as rare as they are exquisite. We have the extraordinary opportunity to showcase not one but two on this tour.

Spanish Revival enthusiasts know that nothing says Southern California more than the original tiles, stenciling, and ironwork that you will find so abundantly displayed in three of this weekend’s homes.

Two homes have sensitive additions. This is an area that stirs much controversy and confusion for the person who really wants to designate their home historic in order to protect it for generations to come, but has been told they cannot add on to accommodate the needs of a growing family. These untruths have turned into urban myths that even well intended folks can be heard repeating.

A sensitive addition not only looks better than an insensitive one, but it also exhibits an old-fashioned neighborly courtesy for when one is living in an urban environment. A sensitive addition means being sensitive to how the addition fits with the historic integrity of the original building, and it also means being sensitive to the community, neighbors, environment and the quality of life that comes with living graciously, as is evident in these homes you will see this weekend.

SOHO is grateful to these homeowners who allow all of us to come into their homes, and we are beholding to you, the visitor, as this is our largest fundraiser of the year. SOHO is different than many other organizations; we raise almost all of our own funds and meet our education mission while doing so. As we move into our fourth decade, it is because of your participation that we are able to continue to preserve, protect and promote San Diego’s rich heritage.

On behalf of the Board of Directors and the Events and Education Committee, thank you.

Alana Coons
Events & Education Director
History of the Naval Training Center

The history of the development of the Naval Training Center begins with the Panama-California Exposition in 1915-16. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Franklin D. Roosevelt, visited the exposition on a trip to inspect California for possible sites for a training station. NTC was originally named the Naval Training Station; the name was changed to Naval Training Center in 1944.

Designed by architects Lincoln Rogers and Frank Stevenson, work began on the first 18 buildings in 1921. The approved master plan included 65 buildings with landscape design by Balboa Park superintendent J.G. Morley.

The design of the station was heavily influenced by the work of Bertram G. Goodhue, who designed many significant buildings in San Diego, including the 1915 California-Panama Exposition buildings in Balboa Park and the Naval Air Station, North Island.

The bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941 brought NTC into the spotlight as a major launching point for the Pacific Theater. With thousands of new recruits to train, services were expanded, and construction of new buildings begun.

NTC served in a two-fold capacity, training recruits and operating service schools for nearly fifty years. In 1993, the U.S. Navy announced plans to close the Naval Training Center under the Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 and in May 2000, the U.S. Navy property transferred to the City of San Diego.

Twenty-six existing buildings within the area that once housed naval barracks and offices are now being renovated and will contain civic, arts and cultural venues, as well as office, retail space and restaurants.
Schedule of Events

San Diego Craftsman & Spanish Revival Headquarters: Historic Naval Training Center, NTC Promenade, 2751 Roosevelt Road, Building 210, Point Loma

Friday
7-9pm  Opening Night Reception
       Show & Sale

Saturday
10am - 6pm  Show & Sale

Lecture Series
10:30 - 11:30am  Lost Builders of San Diego
                 Allen Hazard, Lecturer

12 - 1pm  Greene & Greene: Ultimate Craftsman
          Marvin Rand, Author/Lecturer

2 - 3pm  World’s Fairs & Spanish Historic Preservation: Saving San Diego’s Everyday Landscapes
          Matthew Bokovoy, Author/Lecturer

3:30 - 4:30pm  Beyond The Bungalow
                Paul Duchscherer, Author/Lecturer

Architectural Tours
11am • 1pm • 3pm  NTC Walking Tour
                    Charlotte Cagan, Guide

1 - 4pm  Bungalow Court Tour
          Bonnie Poppe, Guide

Sunday
11am - 4pm  Historic Home Tour

10am - 6pm  Show & Sale
Friday
Opening Night Reception Show & Sale  7-9pm

Kick off the weekend with a wine and cheese Early Shoppers Reception. Guests will be the first to see this year’s offerings and the first to purchase the most coveted items. Exhibitors from across the country offer the finest in antique and revival furnishings and decorative arts.

Saturday
Lost Builders of San Diego  10:30 - 11:30am
Allen Hazard, Lecturer

This lecture examines in detail three little known builders who constructed many of the classic houses in Mission Hills from 1911 through the mid-1920s: Nathan Rigdon, Morris Irvin and Marvin V. Melhorn. The context of the work of these three builders will be viewed from the prospective that it is their approximately 250 houses that define the architectural creativity and rich diversity of this neighborhood. While, master architects such as William Templeton Johnson, Richard Requa, Emmor Brooke Weaver and others constructed wonderful homes in Mission Hills, it was the work of Rigdon, Irvin, Melhorn and others who gave Mission Hills its identity through the design and workmanship of Craftsman bungalows, Mission and Spanish Revival and even pre-International homes.

Allen Hazard is a native San Diegan. He earned his BA in History & Physical Education, and his Master’s in Exercise Science, both from San Diego State University. Allen and his wife, Janet, live in a historically designated California Craftsman in Mission Hills and along with his wife, has been the driving force behind the first proposed historic district in Mission Hills.

Greene & Greene: Ultimate Craftsman  12 - 1pm
Marvin Rand, Author/Lecturer

Marvin Rand started his photography career in 1948 while serving in the U.S. Air Force and has received numerous awards for his photography from the National Endowment for the Arts, American Institute of Architects, Life Time Achievement from the City of Los Angeles, and the Architectural Foundation of Los Angeles, among others.

“Marvin Rand’s photographic work is synonymous with the history and progress of architecture in America,” says Michael Hricak, FAIA, Some of Rand’s best-loved photographs include his work with Louis Kahn, FAIA, and Dr. Jonas Salk as project photographer of the Salk Institute; Rodia’s Watts Towers in Los Angeles; and his records of historic projects by California masters Greene & Green and Irving Gill. Further praise comes from Frank Gehry who said of Mr Rand that” his tireless, beautiful, and loving documentation of many of California’s greatest landmark buildings over the years constitutes an invariable, unique contribution to our cultural heritage, from the Irving Gill exhibit of the 1950s, the earliest I recall seeing, to the present.”

His photography has appeared in over forty books and publications such as: Greene & Greene, Architecture as a Fine Art; American Buildings and Their Architects; Lost America, R.M. Schindler, Architecture Guide to Southern California, American Architecture and Urbanism, and Modern California Houses Architecture.
World’s Fairs & Spanish Historic Preservation: 2 - 3pm
Saving San Diego’s Everyday Landscapes
Matthew Bokovoy, Author/Lecturer

In the American Southwest, no two events shaped modern Spanish heritage more profoundly than the San Diego Expositions of 1915–16 and 1935–36. In tracing how the two fairs reflected civic conflict over an invented San Diego culture, Bokovoy explains the emergence of a myth in which the city embraced and incorporated native peoples, Hispanics, and Anglo settlers to benefit its modern development.

The San Diego Union-Tribune said of his work, “Bokovoy’s book is groundbreaking... It is a story for a mature city that can look to its history for a deeper understanding of local identity.”

In addition to his teaching and editorial experience, Matthew Bokovoy has served as coeditor of the Journal of San Diego History. His articles and reviews have appeared in Sunshine/Noir, New Mexico Historical Review, Journal of San Diego History, Journal of the American Planning Association, Journal of Religion, and Western American Literature. Bokovoy is at work on another book about San Diego and is also writing a noir novel about 1970s Philadelphia.

Beyond The Bungalow
Paul Duchscherer, Author/Lecturer

Following the topic of Paul Duchscherer’s new book of the same name, this lecture shows that the modest bungalow wasn’t the only early 20th century American housing type to be influenced by the Arts and Crafts Movement.

Illustrated by slides of striking representative examples from across the country, this lecture explores the wide range of styles applied to larger-than-bungalow homes built during that same period. Among these examples are several San Diego homes.

Paul Duchscherer has been a San Francisco resident for over three decades, where he graduated from the Rudolph Schaeffer School of Design in 1975. An avid proponent of historic preservation, his professional activities include lecturing, writing, and teaching about historic design. Paul’s expertise has led to frequent appearances on various television programs, and he is often featured as a guest designer on HGTV’s popular Curb Appeal program. Paul has written several books, including The Bungalow: America’s Arts & Crafts Home (1995), Inside the Bungalow: America’s Arts & Crafts Interior (1997), and Outside the Bungalow: America’s Arts & Crafts Garden (1999)

NTC Walking Tour
Charlotte Cagan, Guide

The work of master architects Lincoln Rogers and Frank Stevenson will be explored with a walking tour of the historic buildings and grounds guided by historian Charlotte Cagan. This is an opportunity to also learn how the Naval Training Center will be revitalized as an arts and cultural center.

Bungalow Court Tour
Bonnie Poppe, Guide

View over thirty examples of San Diego’s premiere bungalow courts with preservation advocate and SOHO board member Bonnie Poppe. Bungalow courts are one of the most beloved icons of the California lifestyle. See why as you visit several neighborhoods and view a tremendous range of architectural styles.
Archive Edition Textiles
Paul Freeman, 12575 Crenshaw Boulevard, Hawthorne, CA 90250
310-676-2424, 310-676-2242 fax; textileguy@aol.com
The finest period woven textiles, all U.S. made

Brian McNally Glass Artist
Brian McNally, 3236 Calle Pinon, Santa Barbara, CA 93105
805-687-7212, 805-687-7212 fax; brianmcnallyglassartist@cox.net

Bushere & Son Iron Studio
Charles Bushere, 3968 E. Grand Avenue, Pomona, CA 91766
909-469-0770, 909-469-0060 fax; bushereiron@att.net
Hand forged ironwork for Spanish Revival and Craftsman estates.

Caledonia Studios
Tedd Colt, 1601 18th Street, Oakland, CA 94607
510-839-5569, 510-208-3625 fax; ined@caledoniastudios.com
We at Caledonia Studios are makers of fine hand crafted Arts and Crafts furniture. Our traditional joinery and hand rubbed finishes ensure that our pieces age as gracefully as they begin.

California Historical Design, Inc.
Gus Bostrom, 2988 Adeline Street, Berkeley, CA 94703
415-596-6777; californiadesign@sbcglobal.net

Christopher Pro Antiques and Art
Christopher Pro, 619-477-4272; bijousd@earthlink.net
Specializing in San Diego art and antiquities.

Craftsman Revival
Tom Gerardy, 985-A Lomas Santa Fe Drive, Solana Beach, CA 92075
858-259-5811, 858-259-5800 fax; tomgerardy@msn.com
Furniture, lamps and lighting, area rugs, pottery and accessories. All in the Arts & Crafts style.

Crown City Hardware
Roy Faust, 1047 N. Allen Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91104
626-794-1188, 626-794-2064 fax; questions@restoration.com
Now you can choose from the world's finest collection of restoration and decorative hardware. Our vast collection covers all periods.

Dard Hunter Studios
Mountain House, 8 Highland Avenue, PO Box 771, Chillicothe, OH 45601
740-774-1236, 740-779-3273 fax; www.dardhunter.com
We carry a full line of Craftsman period accessories, including tiles, frames, prints and china.

Daryl Millard Gallery
Carolyn Grawin, 342 S. Cedros Avenue, Solana Beach, CA 92075
858-447-9030, 858-724-0486 fax; darylmillard@yahoo.com
San Diego's premier plein air artist Daryl Millard is known for his ability to capture the unique light of the California landscape.
Foundation at Roycroft & Roycroft Shops
Kitty Turgeon, 51 South Grove Street, East Aurora, NY 14052
716-652-3838, 716-655-0562 fax; info@roycroftshops.com
Foundation at Roycroft provides education about the Arts & Crafts movement through tours
and our 2004 Elderhostel and Conference. Exclusive Roycroft china.

Montag’s Mission Oak
George & Donna Montag, 33410 Greenwood Road, Elk, CA 95432
707-877-3243; montag@mcn.org
Furniture, pottery, metalware, textiles, etc. from the Arts & Crafts period.

Old California Lantern
Brett Montville, 975 N. Enterprise Street, Orange, CA 92867
800-577-6679, 714-771-5714 fax; ocsales@oldcalifornia.com
Lighting for the bungalow home. From the ultimate bungalow to the Sears kit home.

Once Again
Frank Ross & Richard Martinez, 2980 Los Alisos Drive, Fallbrook, CA 92028
760-731-9193; phillipjerome@sbcglobal.net
California pottery and antiques.

Ryan Guthier Studio
Ryan Guthier, 20935 Timber Ridge, Yorba Linda, CA 92886
714-777-1833
Hand-crafted mission-style furniture heavily influenced by Greene & Greene, Frank Lloyd
Wright and Gustav Stickley.

San Diego Sash Co.
Shawn Woolery, 4719 Soria Drive, San Diego, CA 92115
619-546-4912, 619-546-4913 fax; shawn@sandiesashcompany.com
San Diego Sash Co. specializes in custom wood sash and window units. We use mortise and
tenon construction on all of our sash.

Thiesfeld Antique Pottery
Nore Thiesfeld, 525 Kristen Court, Encinitas, CA 92024
760-943-9363, 760-942-0426 fax; nor525@aol.com
Features vintage American art pottery (no reproductions) by Teco, Grueby, Marblehead,
Rookwood, Hampshire, Roseville, Weller and other major companies of the early twentieth century.

Janet Ontko / Clay Forms
Janet Ontko, P.O. Box 4356, Fresno, CA 93744
559-230-1855, 559-221-1100 fax; jmontko@aol.com
Original handmade ceramic tiles, plaques and sculptures.

Revival Antiques
Marie Gauthier, 527 S. Fair Oaks Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91105
626-405-0024, 626-226-9140 fax; revivalantiques@yahoo.com
Revival Antiques in Pasadena is your complete source for Spanish Revival, Mediterranean or
Arts & Crafts renovations.

Pottery Corner
Steven E. Saylor, 114 Lancer Avenue, Oceanside, CA 92054
760-439-4018
Style 1900 Magazine  
199 George Street, Lambertville, NJ 08530  
609-397-4104, 609-397-4409 fax; www.style1900.com

The Bungalow Store  
Catherine Chester, 2317 India Street, San Diego, CA 92101  
619-234-7383, 619-699-5834 fax; thebungalowstore@msn.com  
The Bungalow Store is your local source for vintage California Ranch, Monterey, Spanish Revival, Arts and Crafts furniture, accessories and lighting.

Villa Gabriel  
Genevee Buscit, 2180 Chatsworth Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92107  
619-224-7400, 619-224-7404 fax; villagabriel@cox.net  
Reproduction Spanish furniture and vintage lighting.

North Park Craftsman  
Dave Nunley, 3690 6th Avenue, San Diego, CA 92103  
619-990-3283; david1910@aol.com  
North Park Craftsman specializes in antiques and reproductions of the American Arts & Crafts movement including furniture, rugs, pottery, metalware, and lighting. Custom pieces available.

Greg Shed Fine Art  
Greg Shed, 619-299-5576; www.gregshed.com  
Luminous paintings of native peoples brought to life in historically accurate settings by painter Gred Shed.

The Past is the Present  
Björn Palenius, 1859 31st Street, San Diego, CA 92102  
619-696-8615  
Framed pictures and placemates made from antique colorful postcards of San Diego and California.

Country Thyme  
Diane F. Bonner, 15619 Ogram Avenue, Gardena, CA 90249  
877-796-1480; info@country-thyme.com  
Stationery, cross stitch kits, postcards, poster stamps, crate labels, and sheet music. Featuring art from the Arts and Crafts era.

Margaret Mannatt Fine Books & Collectibles  
Margaret Mannatt, P.O. Box 16248, San Diego, CA 92176  
619-283-3062, 619-283-2127 fax; mannatt@yahoo.com

NTC Foundation  
The NTC Foundation is renovating 26 historic buildings at the former Naval Training Center San Diego, reopening them as NTC Promenade, a new center for Innovation and Creativity.  
619-226-1491; info@ntcpromenade.org  
www.ntcpromenade.org

SOHO Museum Shop  
2476 San Diego Avenue, San Diego, CA 92110  
619-297-9327, 619-291-3576 fax; www.sohosandiego.org  
Books and gifts from all eras, from early California to Mid-century, San Diego's most comprehensive book resource.
Map of Historic Home Tour

- 480 San Fernando Street
- 520 San Elijo Street
- 666 San Elijo Street
- 3612 Elliott Street
- 4510 Alhambra Street

Homes may be viewed in any order

GENERAL TOUR RULES

- Carpooling is encouraged
- Have courtesy when parking in these residential neighborhoods
- Do not block driveways
- No photography inside the homes
- No food or beverages allowed
- No pets
- No high heels or bare feet
- No strollers
- Please carry children four years of age and under
- Turn off pagers and cell phones
- Do not touch anything in the homes, including doors, drawers or furnishings
- Do not enter rooms that are cordoned off
- No use of bathrooms
- Stay with the group you enter with
- No backtracking is permitted, but you may revisit any of the homes
The Thomas M. Hamilton House, 1910
Emmor Brooke Weaver & John Terrell Vawter, Architects
480 San Fernando Street, La Playa

When you first see this Emmor Brooke Weaver and John Terrell Vawter designed home from the street you are struck with the harmonious nature of the building with its surroundings. The design team’s rustic and organic styles are features of the home with its perfectly scaled arbors and pergolas framing the hillside bungalow, its specimen grape and wisteria vines entwined within them to create an exquisite entrance and an ethereal front courtyard. Flowing interior spaces with continuous moldings, repeated motifs in doors and windows all complete the vision.

Its historical significance is justified not only by its famed design team, and landscape architect Walter S. Merrill’s considerable talents seen throughout the site but also its 57-year association with notable San Diegan Thomas M. Hamilton, President of Hamilton’s Fine Foods and VP of Marston’s Department Store.

The current homeowners are in the process of restoration and are following the very sage historic preservationist’s philosophy of living with a home through the seasons and allowing the home and its environ to guide in the restoration process.

The use of windows brings the outdoors inside and the open entrance welcomes you into the living room with its original fireplace and bookshelves being the focal point of a room surrounded by first growth unfinished California redwood. You can see in this room a signature Weaver woven door still intact.

The backyard courtyard includes a tremendous olive tree, moss covered original brick, a camellia garden and the original lath house upon which is mounted the bronze San Diego Floral Association’s 1929 award plaque.
The Frye-Worthington House, 1935
Builder Unknown
666 San Elijo Street, La Playa

This Spanish Revival home is tucked into the hills of La Playa and has a commanding view of San Diego Bay and Downtown. While it is imposing from the street one is embraced once inside by its very cozy interior. In keeping with the warmth and scale of the rooms the owners have decorated the home with mementos of their own world travels and showcase both family heirlooms and their own very tasteful eclectic collection of watercolors and other art.

The living room features a plastered fireplace, which is original and serves as a focal point of the room. While the original iron curtain rods and lighting are a large part of the charm of this inviting room, it is the family antiques that were brought around Cape Horn to the Palace Hotel in San Francisco and rescued during the 1906 earthquake that are the just right added touch of grace to this old home.

In the dining room French doors open up into the backyard patio extending the living space, a typical feature of the Spanish style houses of this era. A beautiful Chinese Elm shades the area and the guest quarters, which, though a later addition to the property, are very nicely situated.

The home was previously owned by Dr. Fred and Joy Frye, whose ‘12th Night’ parties held at the house for years were well known and to which invitations were eagerly sought. Dr. Frye was on the Board of Directors for the San Diego Zoological Society, past Commodore of the San Diego Yacht Club and winner of the Transpac race to Hawaii in his class. Today’s owners have the distinction of the patron of the home being one of SOHO’s early board Presidents and he is also a vintage boat enthusiast and sailor, keeping the home’s pedigree consistent with the generosity of service to the community and with the love of the sea.
The Walter S. Merrill House, 1925
Emmor Brooke Weaver, Architect
520 San Elijo Street, La Playa

Sited on a slope overlooking Point Loma and San Diego Bay, this magnificent example of an Emmor Brooke Weaver design is a classic.

When purchased in 1994, the beautiful woodwork had been painted over throughout the home, the original fireplace was covered in marble and the home has been substantially altered. Some might have started from scratch but what would have been a major loss to San Diego was instead rescued by the current homeowners. Found in the home were the original blueprints, which the owners have on display. These blueprints were pivotal in the restoration.

Luckily, the original tiles were underneath the marble, enabling them to restore the fireplace’s original façade. The redwood paneling and staircase are all original and other wood that had been removed has been recreated and replaced. Dining room built-ins were also recreated to Weaver’s design.

The family required additional space and a sensitive addition was designed along with the restoration plans to both maintain the historic integrity and seamlessly integrate the extra square footage desired.

Originally the lot was much larger and was split in the 1950s. Interestingly, the new home built then retained the original Weaver garden lath house, which can still be viewed from the guest room. One can see how nicely the Craftsman design ideas transfer well to many homes of the modern era.

The original owner was Walter S. Merrill, a landscape architect, who is responsible for numerous landscapes in the La Playa community, so well designed that many still exist today. The property won an award from the California Rosarium Society in 1932. The team of Weaver as architect and Merrill as landscaper was obviously a very simpatico one as the spectacular redwood tree framing this masterpiece attests to today.
Culner & Mary Benton House, 1927
Builder Unknown
3612 Elliott Street, Loma Portal

An excellent example of Spanish Revival architecture can be seen here and from the first moment one knows this is a very special house as you reach the front door with its unusual use of end grain wood and massive rod iron hinges. Just the beginning of many spectacular details, the entry hall opens into a showstopper of a staircase. The ironwork here is extensive, with even the risers protected by iron scuff guards culminating in a beautiful flourish along the side of each step. Extremely fine ironwork is a signature of this home and is seen prominently throughout. The tile work is made by Claycraft, a Los Angeles company that produced some of the finest art tile of the era.

While the builder/architect is currently unknown it is clearly the design of a well-trained designer. A clue to who this designer might be is in the living room ceiling. The beamed ceiling with arched plaster between can be seen in all three of this year’s Spanish Revival homes. The only designer identified as a possibility for any of these homes is the Shreve home, which researchers identified as most probably being Glen Funcheon. Could this be a signature of Funcheon? It is not a common detail and this is just conjecture.

The extensive use of ironwork in this room, which is complimented by more Claycraft tile with original pine and oak pegged floors, make this a very gracious living space.

The rarity of so much intact historic fabric such as the breakfast area which boasts its original built-ins and cabinetry, the dining room’s twisted ironwork cornice, the hardware and original doors throughout makes for a home overflowing with the character defining features of the Spanish revival period.

A sensitive addition done by prior owners is properly subordinated to the front façade of this historic home and can be seen best from the backyard. This room opens into one of two patio areas on the lavish double lot.
Joseph E. and Esten Shreve House, 1928
Alfred J. Heald, Builder
Historical Landmark No. 719
4510 Alhambra Street, Loma Portal

The distinctive tower entrance with its massive door welcomes you into a terrazzo-floored vestibule that enters into the living quarters.

The original owner Joseph Shreve was an early developer and partner with Pantages, Mills/Shreve and Company. The company built elaborate two story homes that served as model homes for the planned community of Sunset Cliffs. In all probability the home was designed by Glen Funcheon, design associate for the John P. Mills Association from 1926 to 1929.

The current owners have been restoring the home’s lost elements and have found much of the original historic fabric still intact. After removing red carpeting in the living room the gorgeous inlaid wood floors were their reward. The fireplace is a fantastic example of Ernest Batchelder’s Mayan tile work, his Mediterranean and Mayan subjects were particularly popular in California, and they won him a gold medal at the 1915 San Diego Exposition. Stenciled ceilings are a typical feature of the time that many homes have lost, but here you can see how these rooms were intended to look with their deep woods and use of color intended to enrich the owner’s life. Other details include a niche for a radio that would have been concealed by metal, most likely iron grillwork. This, along with the telephone nook in the entry way reminds us of a more genteel time.

Inlaid wood floors, terrazzo, the scored plaster to resemble stone and the original lighting throughout the home all identify this home as a high end example of Spanish Revival architecture, highlighting the fact that this community contains one of the most spectacular collections of this style of architecture in San Diego.
Interrobang

Architecture
Interior Design
Historic Preservation
Landscape Architecture

Interrobang (ín-tër’abăng) an interdisciplinary event highlighting the exclamation and explanation of design

Speakers & Dates:

- February 21\textsuperscript{st}
- March 14\textsuperscript{th}
- April 11\textsuperscript{th}
- May 9\textsuperscript{th}
- June 13\textsuperscript{th}
- July 11\textsuperscript{th}
- August 8\textsuperscript{th}
- September 12\textsuperscript{th}
- October 10\textsuperscript{th}
- November 14\textsuperscript{th}

- Orit Yanai
- Frank Escher and Ravi GuneWarden
- TBA
- Wayne Donaldson, FAIA
- Carol Berg
- Victoria Schomer, ASID LEED
- Lawrence A. Herzog
- April Phillips, ASLA
- TBA
- Andrea Cochran

When: 6:00 p.m. networking reception with speaker
7:00 p.m. presentation and discussion

Place: Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego
Coast Room (Enter on Coast Blvd, through the Sculpture Garden)
700 Prospect Street La Jolla, CA 92037

Tickets: $12 Pre-purchased ticket price for members/students
$15 Pre-purchased ticket price for non-members
$15 At-the-door for members/students
$18 At-the-door for non-members

Seating is limited. Advanced ticket purchases are suggested.
Lectures are subject to cancellation and rescheduling.
Tickets are non-refundable.
Cash, Visa/MC and checks accepted.
Purchase tickets on-line at any one of the host organizations or at the door.

Lecture Sponsors:
- Environ
- McCullough Landscape Architecture Inc.
- Spurlock Poirier
- Landscape Architects
- Rick Engineering Company
- Reside Inc.

Hospitality Sponsors:
- JCJ | Blackman Architecture, Inc.
- STONES UNLIMITED - Design Center & Show room
- Wimmer Yamada and Caughey
- KTU+A
- NTDStichter
- Urban Arena, LLC
- ONA Inc.

Friends of Interrobang Sponsors:
- KRC Rock Inc.
- Integration Design Studio
- The Office of James Burnett
- David Reed Landscape Architects
- Johnson & Johnson Architects
- Heritage Architecture & Planning
- Kim Grant Design, Inc.
- Carol Spong ASID Interior Design
- Wagenaar Design Group
If you love Arts & Crafts, you need Style 1900 Magazine!

CERAMICS  Architecture
Art history  LIGHTING
DESIGNER PROFILES  Glass
Furniture  INTERIORS
And more...

Subscribe today for only $19.95
888-847-6464 or online at www.style1900.com
UNITED WOOD CRAFTSMEN
Visit our new store location at
625 Pine Knot Avenue, Big Bear Lake, CA

HANDBRADE
ARTS & CRAFTS STYLE FURNISHINGS

P.O. Box 1521, Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
909-878-3556
www.unitedwoodcraftsmen.com

MISSION HILLS HERITAGE

HISTORIC HOME TOUR
Saturday, June 3, 11 am to 4 pm
Five Vintage Craftsman, Spanish & Modern Homes
Tickets $30 by May 31 or $32 on June 3

EVENING RECEPTION
Saturday, June 3, 6 to 9 pm
Fine wine & hors d’oeuvres at the Elliot-Marsh House
Reservations in advance by May 31 • Tickets $45

Mission Hills Heritage • 4019 Goldfinch Street, #221
San Diego, CA 92103 • 619.497.1193 x603
www.MissionHillsHeritage.org

PASADENA ARCHITECTURAL SALVAGE

30 S. San Gabriel Boulevard
(at Colorado Boulevard)
Pasadena, California 91107

Our architectural merchandise
is salvaged from period homes
and buildings and can be used
in a restoration, remodel or
add charm and character to
any home or business. Doors,
hardware, mantels, columns,
furniture, lighting, stained glass,
ironwork and garden decor,
each embodies craftsmanship
and materials not available today.

pasadenaarchitecturalsalvage.com

10 to 6 Tuesday - Sunday
tel 626.535.9655
toll free 877.535.9603
inspired by
Nature

Introducing the newest additions to our product line.
Visit our website.
Order our Catalog.

OLD CALIFORNIA
LANTERN COMPANY

Where History & Architecture Come to Light™
975 N. Enterprise St. Orange, CA 92867
800-577-6679
www.oldcalifornia.com
Coveted Upper Hermosa
La Jolla, California

Designed by Master Architect Edgar Ullrich c. 1928 for Hollywood silent screen actor and artist Norman Kennedy, this idyllic French Normandy is everything you have been looking for! Sited on a large corner lot in coveted Upper Hermosa, no expense was spared in the impeccable restoration of this 3 bedroom, 1.5 bathroom home. The meticulous attention to detail is quite evident in the dramatic living room with hanging carriage lights, the fabulous kitchen with stainless Viking appliances and tumbled stone floors, gleaming hardwood floors throughout and fragrant French gardens with an alfresco dining area featuring a stainless Viking BBQ. To entice you even further, there is a detached artist studio/guest house with bathroom and kitchenette. This is certainly understated elegance at its most demure.

Offered at $2,495,000

Elizabeth Courtier
Historic & Architectural Specialist
619.813.6686 mobile

Willis Allen Real Estate
Harmony 'n' Me
Faux Finishing
Stenciling
Wood graining
Murals
Mary F. Jones
619.255.2653

Legacy House History Research
Mills Act Assistance
Ronald V. May, RPA
(619) 269-3924
www.legacy106.com
P.O. Box 15967
San Diego, CA 92175
E-mail: legacy106inc@aol.com

Historic Research
Designation Package Preparation
Mills Act Contract Facilitation
Beth Montes
619 232-3284
zekebethanna@sbcglobal.net

Chandler Art Consulting Services
Will Chandler
Independent Curator
Antiques and Art Appraisals
Art Preservation Consultant
Messages: 619-291-7763
Office Phone: 619-283-2822 • Fax: 619-283-2909
4340 Vandeber Avenue, Suite O • San Diego CA 92120-3317

Sandé Lollis
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHER

619.749.0252
619.316.0808 CELL
WWW.SANDECRAFTS.COM

SOHO Museum Shop

Architectural Resource & Reference Books
covering from the 1760's to the 1960's

2476 San Diego Avenue
San Diego CA 92110
(619) 297-9327
Put Your Own Stamp on San Diego’s Cultural Future.
Buy a Brick.

For 75 years, the Naval Training Center (NTC) in Point Loma was a proud symbol of America’s strength and noble ideals. Reborn today as Liberty Station, these storied military grounds are evolving into a spectacular cultural showplace for San Diego. Comprising 26 renovated, historic navy buildings, NTC Promenade at Liberty Station is the city’s new flagship destination for arts, culture, science and technology. Now, you can become a valuable part of this remarkable transformation simply by buying a commemorative brick (starting at $150) that will be prominently placed in the NTC Fieldstone Foundation Legacy Plaza. For details or to order, call 1.866.682.2005 or visit ntcpromenade.org. In the same spirit that made NTC such a proud part of our military heritage, please help us fulfill our mission of moving San Diego’s ever-stimulating cultural landscape into an exciting new era of prosperity.

NTC Fieldstone Foundation Legacy Plaza Sponsors:

SAN DIEGO NTC PROMENADE ART NTC PROMENADE CULTURE NTC PROMENADE SCIENCE NTC PROMENADE TECHNOLOGY

NTC Foundation is a private nonprofit 501(c)(3) corporation. 100% of the net proceeds fund the NTC Foundation’s stewardship and renovation of these historic buildings.
Would you like your home to be considered for a SOHO Home Tour?

In May 2007, SOHO will be presenting a new event for architecture and history lovers. The four-day event will encompass all styles from early California Adobe, Victorian, Colonial Revival, Tudor, Craftsman, Spanish Revival, Ranch House to Mid-Century Modern. Finally, an architectural event for everyone! We are looking for homes of all types, sizes and time periods, and in all stages, from completely original to in process, as we will be having many smaller architectural tours in addition to the big Sunday tour. Please send in this form or email us and a very nice SOHO staff person will contact you to answer all your questions and concerns about your involvement. SOHO works to save San Diego’s heritage everyday and your participation helps us to carry on this important and essential work.

Name

Phone

Street

City

Zip

Architectural style

Year built

Community

Original

Restoration

Renovation

Rehabilitation

In process

Mail to SOHO, 2476 San Diego Avenue, San Diego CA 92110
Fax to (619) 291-3576 • Email sohosandiego@aol.com

Visit the World Famous

WHALEY HOUSE

Museum & SOHO Museum Shop

HISTORIC OLD TOWN SAN DIEGO

Whaley House Museum

1856 GREEK REVIVAL MANSION

The First Brick House in San Diego

GROUP TOURS AVAILABLE

America’s Most Haunted?

2482 San Diego Avenue  (619) 297-9327 www.whaleyhouse.org

WINTER HOURS OF OPERATION

Monday & Tuesday 10am-5pm • Wednesday Closed • Thursday 10am-9pm

Friday & Saturday 10am-11pm • Sunday 10am-9pm

AS SEEN ON THE HISTORY & TRAVEL CHANNELS!
Through education, advocacy, and stewardship our mission is to preserve, promote and support preservation of the historical links and landmarks that contribute to the community identity, depth and character of our region.